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Proposed national climate plan
seen as help to farmers

WASHINGTON, D.C. -

The Nation’s first national
climate information. This
will include both improved
predictions of what the
climate will be, and greater
distribution of these
predictions and other
climate data to such groups
as state climate offices,
federal agencies, and in-
dependent climate experts.
NOAA will be the lead
agency m such efforts.

The Department of
Energy will direct a major
program to find out how the
increase in atmospheric
carbon dioxide - caused by
burning fossil fuels - is
affecting climate, and how to
lessen adverse impacts.
Policy options available for
future planning will be
evaluated during the five-
year period of the draftplan.

The National Aeronautics

climate plan, being drafted
and Space Administration
will lead an effort to clarify
the processes by which
radiant energy from the sun
is gamed and lost by the
earth’s atmosphere system.
Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment Satellite is
scheduled to be launched m
Fiscal Year 1983.

In the second research
area, the National Science
Foundation will coordinate a
major effort to mcrease
understandingof the ocean’s
role m climate. Researchers
will seek to fmd out how
much heat is stored and
transported by the oceans.

Advances m large-scale
measurements of ocean
currents and temperatures
are planned, possibly
leading to a series of major
international experiments m
the late 1980’s and early
1990’5.

by the Government, is aimed
at helpingfarmers and other
Americans better anticipate
the extent and unpacts of
climate variations, and use
the knowledge for their
benefit.

Edward S. Epstein,
director of the National
Climate Program, office of
the Commerce Depart-
ment’s National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
Monday briefed members of
a blue-ribbon advisory
committee on the plan,
which is still in its review
stages. Representatives of
other federal agencies in-
volved in the program also
discussed how their agencies
will handle specific aspects
of the plan.

“Advanced knowledge of
ram patterns could have
reduced economic hardship
to farmers and disruptions in
the world food supply,” the
draftplan pointsout.

The USDA and NOAA’s
National Marine Fisheries
Service will continue their
major study of the effect of
weather extremes and
climate fluctuations on the
world’s food supply. Ad-
ditional research is being
proposed into the biological
response of livestock and
fish to climate fluctuations.

The major strategy of the
plan, Epstein noted in his
presentation, is to em-
phasize early production of
useful information, while
simultaneously expanding
our understanding of
climate.

“Climate information
would allow shifting to new
crops and storage and
avoidance of some of the
losses. Similarly, knowledge
about temperature changes
couldsave millions of dollars
ana hours of personal in-
convenience.”

USDA, as the lead agency,
will determine requirements
for climate information and
prepare all management
and technical plans.

Two major research ef-
forts also will be undertaken
to increase understandingof
the effects of climate on our
physical environment.

The fiscal 1981 budget
request for all climate
programs totals $135.6
million, and is forecast to
level off in 1984 at $115.6
million.A major goal of the plan is

to provide public and in-
stitutional users with in-
creased and more varied

The draft plan, the five-
year program that it
presents, and the advisory

committee, were created
under the National Climate
Program Act of 1978 (Public
Law 95-367). The committee
will review the plan and
recommend changes to the
Secretary of Commerce and
Congress

MATERIAL

THINK AHEAD...
Read Futures Markets on Page 3.

HI ™» HENRY'S 0 _Qg
Lots Of New Equipment

m In Stock... Many ItemsII At Old Prices!

Despite The IH Strike, We Have This New Equipment
Set Up And Ready To Go For Spring...

TRACTORS:
BJ\SI I

__
4586 with Duals 3588 with Radiais

1086 with Cab, Red Power Demo
886 with Cab 886 with ROPS

1 186with Cab 686
'Sr 86 Hydro 484

TILLAGE;
735 6-Bot. VariableWidth Plow
450 4-Bot. Mounted Plow
440 3-Bot. Mounted Plow

DISK HARROWS:

720 5/6-Bot. On Land Plow
450 3-Bot. Mounted Plow
5104-Bot. Semi Mounted Plow

50112’ Disk Harrow
490 20’6” Disk Harrow
47513’5” Disk Harrow
47512’ Disk Harrow
37011’6” Disk Harrow
77012’ Offset
(2) 315 Packer Mulchers, 20’

Folding
(2) IH 60Consertill 13’
(2) 6000Consertill 10’
5500 Chisel Plows, 7’ to 13’

Mounted

NSa
350Vibra Tine 18’ Folding

Mounted Harrow
4500 Variable Shank, Field Cult.,

12l A to21 1/z’, Trailing
350Vibra Tine 12’ Folding

Mounted Harrow
. ...... HAY EQUIPMENT;

F -r— !" , 445 Baler with Thrower
\ i\ 'y r ll9OMower Conditioner,

-. 1190 Mower Conditioner,«W ~ .y - . r
'

“

' j
"

5000 Diesel Windrower
with 12’ Head

830 and 720Choppers

PLANTING & SEEDING:
IH 56 4-Row Planter

5100 Grain Drills... 16x7,18x7

COMBINES:

and 21x7 Plain

1460 with 15’Platform -

Demo At Old Price!
1440 Combine

HANDLING;
2250Loaders
2350Loaders
2450Loaders
530, 540, 550, 575 & 595

Spreaders
4130 Skid Steer Loader - Rental

Unit At Old Price!

CALL BUTCH, BART or MONTE FOR DETAILS...
Butch or Bart - 215-367-2169 Monte - 215-944-8383

□ INTERNATIONAL ERB & HENRY EQUIP., INC.
■I AGRICULTURAL New Berlmville, PA 19545
I EQUIPMENT Ph: (215) 367-2169
If Daily 7 to 5.30, Fri. till 9 Sat. till 4


